
 

K2 IS TWO METERS LESS HIGH  

EvK2Cnr officialize the data of the most accurate m easurement ever made  
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Bergamo - 8609.022 meters: this is the height of K2 . It’s two meters less than the official height- 86 11 
meters - usually reported on maps, books and on the  web and performed in 1859 by Colonel 
Montgomerie of the Survey of India. The latest surv ey, carried out within the expedition "K2 60 years 
later" supported by EvK2Cnr and involving Italian a nd Pakistani researchers and mountaineers, is 
the most accurate ever made. The expedition measure d also the height of the higher camps located 
along the Abruzzi Spur, from base camp to camp 4 (t he last one, located on the shoulder of the 
mountain). 

Data were collected through high precision GPS (Global Positioning System) receivers. A Gps Leica Viva GS14 - 
brought up to the summit by the Pakistani climber Rehmat Ullah Baig - recorded for approximately 20 minutes in each 
location (the camps and the summit). The receiver followed the available satellites GPS and GLONASS and used their 
signal to obtain the exact latitude, longitude and altitude of each point, with 1 Hz sampling rate. Two other GPS located in 
Skardu and at the Gilkey Memorial (K2 base camp) at known altitudes and geodetic coordinates, played the role of 
reference stations allowing to process the data of the GPS on the summit with decimeter accuracy, and eliminating any 
imprecision related to atmospheric and ionospheric phenomena.  
 
The research project was carried out by EvK2Cnr under the supervision of Prof. Giorgio Poretti, in collaboration with the 
University of Trieste and the researchers of the Karakorum International University, the Azad Jammu and Kashmir 
University, and the Poonch University.  
 
The altitudes of the higher camps located on the Abruzzi Spur, the most popular route for K2 climb, are of great interest 
too. They are 4, and they have been set up in the same position for many years. The advanced base camp – just at the 
foot of Abruzzi Spur - is located at 5273 mt. 7747 mt is the altitude of camp 4, the last one before the summit. Climbers 
leave from there for their summit attempt.Camp 1 is located at 6060 m; Camp 2 at 6654 m; and Camp 3 at 7330 m. The 
Base Camp is at 4963 m: 3646 m far from the summit.  
 
"Back in 1996 EvK2Cnr, in collaboration with the Survey of Pakistan, had calculated the height of K2 as 8610.34 meters 
(measure updated to the geoidal height used in 2014) - says Professor Poretti -. But the measurement was performed 
with the classical trigonometric method. Today, we can say with reasonable certainty that the exact height of the 
mountain is 8609.022 meters. The one done in 2014 is the most accurate measurement ever made".  
 
SCIENTIFIC NOTE by Giorgio Poretti 
 
PHOTOS GPS on the mountain  
VIDEO GPS ON THE SUMMIT OF K2  
(download suggested) 
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L'Associazione riconosciuta EvK2CNR è un ente privato autonomo, senza scopo di lucro, con esperienza venticinquennale nella 
realizzazione di progetti di ricerca scientifica e tecnologica in alta quota, che hanno portato a risultati specifici eccellenti e unici nel 
panorama dell'indagine scientifica internazionale. 


